
 

What is YOUR Journey style? 

 

Investing is a journey with forks in the road, times of rapid 

acceleration and times of waiting patiently while the road block 

gets cleared.  What makes the journey pleasant is having the 

right vehicle 

 Achieving your investment goal – is like taking a cross country 

road trip, you have a choice of vehicles to choose from and no 

one vehicle is right for everyone. 

 

Driving a car is similar to do-it-yourself investing.  You are 

responsible for all aspects of your trip and the vehicle which 

transports you.  You map out the route; make sure the vehicle has 

enough gas and the proper maintenance and monitor where you 

are along the way and where you are going.   

You need to pay close attention to monitor your comfort level 

regarding speed (time frame), safety (risk) and progress 

(performance) toward your destination.  If you make a wrong turn, run into a detour or have a flat tire, 

you are responsible for getting yourself back on track. While driving yourself provides the most 

flexibility and control, it also involves a high level of responsibility. 

 

Taking the bus is similar to investing in mutual funds.  You are outsourcing the research and 

execution – both time consuming and stressful duties. You and other travelers are combining your 

resources to hire a professional driver (mutual fund manager) to travel in a large vehicle that 

accommodates many passengers and most importantly, secures the ability to travel relatively hassle 

free (professional management).   

The bus driver is responsible for delivering you from the bus depot to somewhere near your final 

destination.  If there are detours (economic changes), potholes (negative news events) and engine 

trouble (market downturns), the bus driver must react appropriately to the situation.  Knowing that 

you have a professional at the wheel, you can sit back and pay less attention to the road. 

Riding the bus isn’t very personal, you can’t get the portfolio 

manager of a fund to invest in a certain security or avoid 

investing in another.  You could invest in a different fund to try 

to accomplish this.  Also, the decision and actions of other 

passengers might affect the quality of your experience.  In the 

end, your journey will likely be impacted at times by all of the 

distractions associated with having to share the ride with a 

large group of people. 

 



 

Riding a limo is similar to having a managed 

account.  This options offers customization and a 

level of diversification by integrating multiple 

investment products and asses classes.  You are 

hiring professional managers, but unlike the 

crowded bus, the experience is much more 

personalized and customized to your needs.   

The limo experience is an individualized journey, where the chauffer has intimate familiarity with the 

layout, logistical details and traffic patterns of the areas in which they drive.  More options are at your 

disposal to customize the ride (portfolio construction).  There is more control over how the driver 

performs his duties such as having the driver slow down (rebalance), pull over (tax harvesting) or take 

a different route (include/exclude select securities, social categories or asset classes).  The limo 

operates on your schedule, shows up on time and where you want it. The good news is that for your 

investment journey, taking the limo is more affordable than you may think.  The minimum investment 

amount used to be $1 million, it is no longer prohibitive and overall costs are lower than previously. 

 

OUR PROCESS 

A common question for many investors is:  Just how closely should you focus on performance?  Am I 

getting the best possible returns for my money?  You hear all over the place better performance 

numbers being touted!  Have you ever taken a look at an asset class performance chart?  It seems that 

every year the leader is different than the year before.  Chasing performance will often lead to failure.  

You should consider employing a disciplined repeatable process. 

 

According to Dalbar, the market research firm, the average equity investor has earned 5.02 % over the 

last 20 years (thru 2014).  Yet the S&P 500 has returned 9.22% over that same time span.  Focusing on 

performance tends to make investors their own worst enemies; they jump in and out of investments, 

trying to time the market with buys and sells which are 

often at the wrong time.  If you are on the sidelines, often 

the getting in is well after the largest gains occur.  

Historically, the largest gains occur during very brief 

period. Focusing on performance to evaluate investing is 

like using the rear view mirror to steer a car.  It’s great for 

telling you the past but does nothing for the future. 



 

 

Staying invested using a disciplined process during up and down market cycles has historically been 

an important element of investment success.  While no strategy has always been correct, you cannot 

win the game if you are on the sidelines.  The key is to stay focused on long-term goals, maintain 

diversity in your portfolio and keep emotions from overriding your rational decision making. 

We start with gaining understanding of your values and unique perspective on finances.  Our goal in 

take proactive steps is to anticipate needs and make timely recommendations that hold true to your 

best interests. 

The discovery process is the initial step in understanding a client’s financial picture.  We seek to 

uncover the financial, emotional, personal and objective factors that shape your needs and goals.  We 

use aids such as checklists, fact finders and profiling tools to enhance our understanding of you top 

priorities.  We want to understand where you are. 

Next is where you want to be.  This is a time and value based exercise where we assist you in putting 

down on paper a detailed list of what financial objectives you desire, when needed and the value of 

that objective.  Categorizing these items into must have, like to have and ideally permits you to 

prioritize in a loose structure.  Within each category, often it is needed to rank as well. 

 

Now our heavy lifting begins.  We complete an analysis for your goals 

and situation to assess the needs required to reach each goal.  We 

review: investing, insurance, debt management, business planning, 

tax planning, retirement planning and estate planning.  Then 

appropriate subject matter experts are provided your entire picture, 

fostering cross-functional selection of strategies and solutions 

designed to meet your specific setoff goals.  The subject matter expert 

recommendations are compiled, reviewed and funding analyzed to 

determine fit and timing requirements. 

The proposal step will provide you a written list of recommendations.  The rationale for each 

component is addressed discussing why keeping, supplementing or changing any existing approach is 

appropriate.  Feedback and input from you will drive adjustments as needed.  All concerns and 

questions will be answered in the level of detail you desire.   



 

Implementation may vary in time and complexity.  Factors impacting implementation include: 

recommendations accepted, timing of need, funding needs and current situation.  The implementation 

experience ranges from a flurry of activity over a brief time frame to a progressive process taking 

several years to fully coordinate.  Regardless of the activity itself and the time line, we provide the lead 

in the change and implementation of your custom program.  Your hands-on activity is minimized 

without sacrificing control of the implementation. 

As you progress through time to your goal, reviews of your progress will occur, at minimum annually.  

Assessment of performance, progress towards goals, changes in your goals – value and time frame, 

financial situation, market conditions and personal perspective are discussed.  As required, action as 

far ranging as keeping the status quo to re-analysis will occur. 

 

 

OUR ADVANTAGE 

Our independence means our focus is on your best interests.  We 

have the flexibility to evaluate your present array of protective, 

preserving and investment strategies for appropriate fit into 

your long-term goals.  We have the ability to recommend 

keeping, supplementing or revamping your current array of 

strategies.  Rationale for any recommendation is based on 

comparison of costs/results and fit with your long term 

objectives.  Where possible, we seek to employ strategies that can serve more than one purpose, thus 

creating efficiency and flexibility in pursuit of your objectives. 

 

 

Being independent, we have access to a wide range of products and services without any obligation or 

incentive to offer any particular solution.   As your financial advocate, we leverage these valuable 

resources to prepare and deliver our best investment ideas designed exclusively to support your 

financial and personal aspirations. 

 

 

I’ve been in your seat.  I possess over 30 years of technical and management 

experience in corporate America, in Fortune 50, Fortune 1000, privately 

owned and franchise businesses. The breadth of activity includes: 

acquisition, divestiture, start-up, rapid expansion and downsizing.  The 

scope of activity includes: ownership, finance, administration, operations 

and human relations. 

 

Having been in your seat, I appreciate and understand your perspective, demand on your time and 

bring to the party the philosophy of block and tackle,  meaning let’s address the issue, make sure we 

fully comprehend what it entails and take corrective action so that we can move on to other challenges 

and not re-visit this item. 

 


